
RTYFC COLTS V ASHWELL  
 
The Colts played host to yet another difficult opponent this morning when Division One title 
contenders Ashwell came back to Royston. It only took two minutes before the visitors got 
their first scoring opportunity when a tap in chance from a corner went narrowly wide. 
Royston's first chance came after five minutes as Harry found some space down the left 
but rather than trust his left boot, he cut in and shot with his right which gave the defender 
enough time to put him off and the chance went a astray. Just moments later another 
Ashwell corner lead to first goal of the match and suddenly, with the absence of Jack and 
any real height at the back this week, we looked very vulnerable from set pieces. Adam 
found himself in trouble with the referee ten minutes into the game when he dared asking 
him to watch for the foul throws. The referee decided to have strong words with the Colts 
coach and when Adam made one further comment he was sent away from the sidelines. 
So, with Adam on the naughty step and everyone in the Colts camp now on edge thanks 
to some overzealous refereeing, the match restarted. The big goal kicking from Marcel that 
opened the scoring last week nearly got us off the mark again this week on twenty minutes 
as his long hoof up field fell to Jem who's shot went close but just wide. Frustratingly, it 
was another corner that put the visitors further ahead on twenty five minutes as the high, 
floated in ball fell to an unmarked Ashwell player who popped in an easy chance from a 
few feet out. 2 nil! The Colts still looked well in the game as half time approached and 
when Marcel made a good save from a free kick a few minutes before the break you felt 
this game wasn't over yet but right on half time we found ourselves 3 nil down and now 
things looked ominous. 
The second half followed pretty much the same pattern as the first in many ways. Ashwell 
still threatened from set pieces and increased their lead with a header that came direct 
from a corner. The referee continued to lecture players for very minor incidents despite the 
boys from both sides playing the match in a friendly and sporting spirit and Ashwell's 
danger man up front still managed to get on the scoresheet again to put us five behind. To 
the Colts credit though, even with a five goal deficit, they tried their best to battle on and 
make this score line respectable. Fred had the unenviable task of keeping one of the 
leagues top players quiet today and for the majority of the match he'd managed that well 
with some strong tackling that had to be timed to perfection if he didn't want to feel the 
wrath of the man in black. Alfie, Max, Sonnie and Cookie all played their part at the back to 
stop this becoming an embarrassing cricket score as the minutes went by and with ten 
minutes remaining, it was actually the Colts who finished strongest. Jesse and the two 
Stans in midfield were winning tackles to create chances for Ed and Ollie to push on down 
the wings and Jem and Harry began to link up well up front. With eight minutes left, Jem 
played Harry in and he took his chance to get us a goal back. In the dying moments Stan 
Kitcheners ball gave Harry another chance and he managed to squeeze in his second of 
the game from a narrow angle. Unfortunately it was all too little too late and the final 
whistle sounded to bring this 5-2 defeat to a close. 
Andy summed up this mornings proceedings perfectly by letting the boys know it was 
simply one of those things in youth football we have to deal with. They were tough 
opponents with the odd ridiculously talented player and we have to just take it on the chin. 
We need to work on our set pieces but at least we showed spirit and never gave up. 
Freddo was handed todays man of the match trophy for his admirable effort against the 
wonder kid of League One. As for Adam, he's still on the naughty step! 
 
 


